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The Kid from Texas:
The Movie Heroism of Audie Murphy
JOHN H. LENIHAN

The title The Kid from Texas may have had little to do with the subject
of Universal-International's 1950 film about New Mexico's Billy the Kid,
but it was the perfect introduction for Universal's prospective young star
from Texas, Audie Murphy. Born in Hunt County, Texas in 1924, Audie
Murphy would be the only Western film star in the 1950s and 1960s
whose geographic origins (Texas and the Southwest) matched those of
the cinematic West. Yet unlike Tom Mix, Buck Jones, and several other
Western greats, Murphy's background was anything but that of the romantic cowboy. His youth recalled more the world of John Steinbeck's
Grapes of Wrath complete with poverty, sharecropping, and an unstable
family life. World War II provided the occasion for his sudden rise from.
poverty and obscurity just as the war brought affluence for the nation
as a whole. Murphy's wartime heroism made him the most decorated
soldier in America and in turn an attractive prospect for Hollywood.
Audie Murphy's untimely death in a plane crash in 1971 drew numerous eulogies and memorials for his military exploits, with only passing
references to a film career that spanned two decades. The one biography of Murphy is characteristically titled Audie Murphy: American Soldier. Author Harold Simpson writes admiringly of Murphy's dedication
and heroism as a model soldier and citizen but devotes only one of
John H. Lenihan is associate professor of history in Texas A&M University and the
author of Showdown: Confronting Modern America in the Western Film (1980).
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Audie Murphy as Billy the Kid in The Kid from Texas (Universal-International,
1950).

sixteen chapters to his film career. The focus and tone of this biography
is reflected in Texas Congressman Olin Teague's introduction: "Just as
the name of 5gt. Alvin York represents the heroes of World War I, Audie
Murphy is remembered by most all Americans as the hero of World War
11."1
To Americans in the 1950s and 1960s, however, Audie Murphy's
name was most often seen heading the credits of his latest films. While
memories of his wartime accomplishments undoubtedly lingered, Murphywas best known as the short, sincere, quiet-mannered but tough,
and somewhat baby-faced star of principally Western movies. Because
people's impressions of Audie Murphy were likely drawn in large part
from what they saw of him on the big theater screen, it is his screen
image and the ideas reflected in his films that will be explored here.
Moreover, the focus will be on Murphy's Westerns, which comprised
thirty-two of his forty-one films between 1949 and 1966. In those years,
audiences could expect to see at their local theaters two Murphy Westerns per year. The autobiographical To Hell and Back (1955) may have
1. Harold B. Simpson, Audie Murphy: American Soldier (Hillsboro, Texas: Hill Jr.
College Press, 1975), vii.
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been the blockbuster among Murphy's films and the one most fondly
remembered, but it was not altogether representative of his screen image or the films he typically made.
It is doubtful that Audie Murphy is remembered as vividly as Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea, Roy Rogers, or Gene Autry, to name a few
of the Western stars working in postwar America. Murphy is given relatively little space in film books-even those devoted to Westerns. He
was never a major film star for any duration nor was he the kind of prolific
bUdget-movie star like Autry, Rogers, or even Wild Bill Elliott and Johnny
Mack Brown who attracts the nostalgic adulation of horseopera enthusiasts. 2 Murphy broke into movies just as Hollywood was phasing out
the B-series western in response to the proliferation of television cowboys. At least through the 1950s, most of his Westerns were feature
attractions and those that were released as supportive or programmer
films were usually handsomely mounted in color and cinemascope.
Although Murphy occasionally portrayed historical characters such
as Billy the Kid, Jesse James, and John Clum, his Westerns were no
more or less historically accurate than other Hollywood renditions of the
late nineteenth-century West. But then historicity was seldom important
to filmmakers or, in all likelihood, to the audiences they sought to please.
What counted were credible stories and characters, laced with fast
paced, violent action. To achieve credibility with postwar audiences,
Hollywood could no longer fall back upon the traditional glorified image
of an inevitably progressive frontier wherein a clearly defined virtuous
hero efficiently dispatched evil villains. Americans in the late 1940s and
1950s had just been through a world war of unparalleled brutality and
now confronted problems, both foreign and domestic, that defied clear,
simple solutions. Filmmakers accordingly refashioned stories of the Old
West to accommodate this contemporary sensitivity to the flaws and
uncertainties of modern life. As will be seen, Murphy's character and
the conflicts he encounters in many of his Westerns reflected a less than
glowing portrait of America's frontier heritage.
Audie Murphy was himself inordinately self-deprecating about his
film career. Murphy once told reporters, "All I am required to do is ride
a horse, shoot straight, and look somber." On another occasion! he
complained, "The plot in them [Westerns] is always the same, only the
horse and girl change."3 In retrospect, however, Murphy's Westernsas well as his performances-were no worse and sometimes better than
2. Jon Tuska devotes all of two sentences toAudie Murphy in his lengthy (588 pages)
account of Western films and stars, The Filming of the West (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, 1976). Two books on B-Western stars that exclude Murphy are Alan G. Barbour,
The Thrill of It All (New York: Macmillan, 1971), and Buck Ramsey, Saddle Aces of the
Cinema (New York: A S. Barnes, 1980).
3. Simpson, Audie Murphy, 270, 266.
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most during the 1950s. Only in the mid-1960s did his films really suffer
from inadequate budgets together with sub-standard writing and direction. But Universal-International, the studio to which Murphy was contracted through the early sixties, usually provided solid stories and, aside
from undistinguished leading ladies, supported Murphy with first-rate
character actors such as Dan Duryea, Lee Van Cleef, Dennis Weaver,
Hugh O'Brian, Jay Silverheels, Lee Marvin, Brian Donlevy, Barry Sullivan,
Vic Morrow, Jack Elam, Gilbert Roland, Walter Brennan, Chill Wills, and
finally Walter Matthau and a handsome young candidate for stardom by
the name of Anthony (Tony) Curtis.
After his first starring role in 1949, Murphy accepted a co-starring
or supporting part in only two released films-Night Passage (1957) with
James Stewart and The Unforgiven (1960) with Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. A look at these two films persuades one that Murphy did
have acting ability, atalent that might have been further developed had
he opted more often for a character role or enjoyed the benefit of a
director like John Huston for whom he worked in The Unforgiven and
The Red Badge of Courage (1951). Murphy himself acknowledged that
Huston was the only film director who could get him to act. 4
Considering Audie Murphy's much publicized war heroism, together
with the fact that he was primarily a Western movie star whose popularity
crested during the presumably conservative decade of the 1950s, one
would guess that his film image and the films themselves were wholesome and positive representations of America's heritage. Such a guess
would be logical but, based on the evidence of his films, misleading.
After bit parts in two inconsequential movies, America's favorite
soldier accepted the starring role of a juvenile delinquent in the socialproblem melodrama Bad Boy (1949). The humble, boyish sharecropper
from Texas whom Americans had taken to heart for his patriotic heroism
in World War II was introduced in this film as a brash, young tough who
sticks up a crap game and then spends the next eighty minutes of
screen time being rehabilitated by the Variety Clubs International Boys
Ranch in Copperas Cove, Texas. Next came the first of Murphy's many
Westerns, The Kid from Texas (1950), in which he played Billy the Kid
as a troubled, vengeful, impulsive delinquent. James Farber, in a book
called Texans with Guns, expressed his disgust that a fine soldier like
Murphy should be cast as "a mean, no account, low-life punk" like Billy
the Kid. 5 Likewise, Hollywood columnist Hedda Hopper "objected to
4. Ibid., 267. Murphy assumed a brief cameo role in A Time for Dying, a film that he
produced in 1969 but was not released nationwide. The film received its New York premiere
at the Joseph Papp Public Theater in June 1982. See Vincent Canby's review in the New
York Times, June 2, 1982, p. C-19.
5. Quoted in Don Graham, Cowboys and Cadillacs: How Hollywood Looks at Texas
(Austin: Texas Monthly Press, 1983), 123.
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casting our young hero in the role of a notorious outlaw. "6 The fan letters
poured in, however, and Universal again cast Murphy as a Western
delinquent in Sierra (1950), Kansas Raiders (1950), and The Cimarron
Kid (1952).7
To be sure, these films did not fully blame the Murphy character for
his life of crime but placed the fault more with the violent times and/or
corrupt elements in society. In conventional fashion Murphy either cleared
himself with the law by the end of the film as in Sierra and The Cimarron
Kid or died for his lawlessness in the case of The Kid from Texas. Still,
Murphy in these films was hardly the model of patriotic heroism as one
might have expected given the actor's public image. Kansas Raiders
in particular flies in the face of what one normally expects of a Western
film protagonist, let alone one played by a real-life hero. Here Murphy
plays a moody, vengeful Jesse James who rides with Quantrill's raiders
to wreak vengeance on the Yankees who burned out his family. Young
James comes to realize the selfish viciousness of this gang of criminals,
but he is neither killed at the film's conclusion nor is he reformed from
a life of crime. When a young compatriot bids Jesse farewell at the end
of the film and suggests gleefully that they can put to 'profitable use
their banditry experience learned from Quantrill's raiders Jesse replies:
"That's fine, Kip." An off-screen narrator sadly comments on the warped
lives of these men as they ride off to an uncertain, but implicitly lawless
future.
Later, in the wake of Vietnam and Watergate, Westerns commonly
reflected contempt and disillusionment with the legal order. Clint Eastwood became an attractive Western hero precisely because of his cynicism and violent disregard for propriety. But Kansas Raiders and Audie
Murphy were products of an earlier time when it was deemed irresponsible, if not qangerous in light of McCarthyism, for Hollywood to depict
deviant behavior that goes unpunished or uncorrected. However much
criminal behavior was the result of environmental factors (war, broken
home, peer influence), most films held out the promise of retribution or
rehabilitation. Such was the case with Bad Boy or The Kid from Texas,
but not Kansas Raiders-an exception to the rule that is all the more
conspicuous because of the heroic reputation of its star player.
If Murphy's frontier-delinquents were hardly models of patriotic valor,
his role of the "young soldier" in The Red Badge of Courage was no
less at odds with his publicized bravado in World War II. John Huston's
adaptation of the classic Stephen Crane novel has Murphy deserting
6. Hedda Hopper, "Soldier Hero Becomes a Star," Chicago Sunday Tribune, December 17,1950, p. 14.
7. Fan Mail, Audie Murphy, box 492, folder 13701, University of Southern California,
Special Collections
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ranks in the face of a Confederate assault and stupefied at the sheer
horror and human tragedy of war. Producers of the film were dismayed
at the adverse reaction of preview audiences, which, according to one
account, included teenagers at a Pasadena theater who booed the
scene of Murphy running from the battlefield. John Huston later speculated that a public engulfed in the Korean War could not accept such
a bleak depiction of combat. Worried MGM executives substantially
edited the film and inserted a narrated prologue to assure audiences
that the studio was simply reproducing a classic novel. Even this did
not spell box-office success, and The Red Badge of Courage wound
up on the bottom half of a double bill that featured the latest MGM aquamusical starring Esther Williams B
It took nine films before Audie Murphy became unequivocably a
good guy who defended America against assorted villains. The first was
Column South (1953) in which Murphy played a handsome young cavalry lieutenant. Interestingly, the plot includes Murphy uncovering treason within the high ranks of the military-a premise that was fashionable
in films of the McCarthy period. From then on Murphy's roles assumed
respectability-sheriff in Destry, cavalry officer in The Guns of Fort Petticoat, Indian agent in Walk the Proud Land, and of course proud soldier
in To Hell and Back. By 1959, Murphy even made the ranks of his home
state's Texas Rangers in Seven Ways from Sundown.
Yet scattered among his many films of the mid and late 1950s were
Westerns where Murphy was once again a rather bad sort. In Night
Passage (1957) he reverted to his earlier delinquent role (to include
wearing the same black leather jacket he donned as Billy the Kid) as
James Stewart's outlaw brother, the Utica Kid. Unlike Murphy's Billy the
Kid where it was clear that life had dealt him a raw deal, the Utica Kid
is cool and confident. Asked by his girl why he steals, Murphy tersely
replies, "Because I like to steal. Maybe I like to see what people will do
when I take it from them." Murphy also rejects brother Stewart's attempts
to convert him: "Same old story of good and evil," Murphy sneers. Underlying his tough cynicism, however, is Murphy's bitter resentment of
always being measured against his dominant older brother. "You don't
know what it's like to be a kid brother," Murphy tells his girl friend.
"Everything you do is wrong, everything you try. Till one day I tried a
gun [he draws his pistol]-fit my hand real good. Then I wasn't a kid
anymore." In short, Murphy has turned to crime to establish his own
identity and self-worth. At the end of the film, Murphy does help his
8. Gerald Pratley, The Cinema of John Houston (New York: A S. Barnes, 1977), 81;
Axel Madsen, John Huston (Garden City. New York: Doubleday, 1978), 110 For an eyewitness account of the making of The Red Badge of Courage, see Lillian Ross, Picture
(London Victor Gollanez, 1953).
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brother fight off nasty Dan Duryea's gang and is killed in the process.
But he gives his life not to save Stewart but a young boy (Brandon de
Wilde) whose custody had become a moral tug of war between Murphy
and Stewart. It is only when the boy runs from Murphy to join the besieged Stewart that Murphy feels compelled to fight alongside his brother.
To the end, Murphy is contemptuous of his brother's moralism: "Go
ahead, make a sucker out of the kid. Tell him all about good and evil."
While Stewart is nominally the hero of Night Passage, there is just enough
of a self-righteous streak in Stewart's character to make Murphy's rebelliousness partially understandable-and undoubtedly attractive to
young audiences.
In The Unforgiven (1960), Murphy again played a younger brother
to the film's protagonist-this time Burt Lancaster. Considerably more
rugged-looking with a thick moustache, Murphy spends much of the
film venting his hatred of Indians-the Kiowas had killed his father. When
he finds that his adopted sister (Audrey Hepburn) is of Kiowa blood,
Murphy lashes out, "I'm not staying here with a red-hide nigger." Underlying feelings of family loyalty finally draw Murphy back to the fold,
but until then he comes across as a rather hysterical bigot.
There is no last-minute change of heart in No Name on the Bullet
(1959) in which Murphy plays a hired killer. This is an unusual film in
several respects, not the least of which is the casting of a star player
as the major character who in turn is a cold-blooded assassin-for-hire.
Toward the end of this cleverly written mystery-Western that asks not
"who done it" but "who's gonna get it," Murphy is seen tearing off the
heroine's dress to provoke her father (Murphy's prey) into drawing first.
The one element in the film that makes Murphy's villainy in any way
palatable is that the townspeople he encounters are for the most part
cringing hypocrites. One tends to share Murphy's delight at seeing them
tremble for fear that he may have been hired to shoot one of them for
some past injustice to his employer.
With Night Passage, The Unforgiven, and No Name on the Bullet,
in addition to his earlier delinquent films, Audie Murphy's movie image
was at odds with that of the gentle farm boy turned patriotic war hero.
Even in films where he was the good guy-which was most of the timehis image of youthful innocence and integrity usually served to counterpoint the deficiencies of civilized society. Whether in modern-day
stories like World In My Corner (1956) and The Quiet American (1958)
or in Westerns, there emerged a less than flattering vision of human
society-by comparison, for example, with the notion of brave Americans
making the ultimate sacrifice to defend the free world in To Hell and
Back. 9
9. In World in My Corner, Murphy takes up professional boxing to escape the slums
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Murphy never repeated the fanatic bigot of The Unforgiven, but his
other Westerns involving Indians were no less sparing in attacking racial
hatred. While Murphy, as a cavalry lieutenant, spends much of his time
in The Guns of Fort Petticoat (1957) defending women against Indians,
it is clear at the outset that the Indians are understandably provoked by
John Chivington's massacre at Sand Creek. Murphy tells off Colonel
Chivington for this senseless slaughter of Indians and is charged for
desertion when he rides out to warn settlers of an impending Indian
reprisal.
In Walk the Proud Land, Murphy as the gentle, mild-mannered Indian agent John Clum teaches the Apaches at the San Carlos reservation
how to cope with an obviously cruel white world. When he hears one of the
local townspeople boasting of the six Indian scalps he has collected,
Murphy says in disgust-"And they call the Indians savages." At a meeting with town officials and a hawkish general, Murphy criticizes the fact that
"the Army over the past ten years at a cost of three million dollars a year
has been trying to exterminate the Apaches and hasn't been able to do it."
The general replies testily: "We'll do it if we aren't hamstrung by those that
have no experience in the Indian problem." Murphy: "Even if you could wipe
them out, it doesn't strike me as human."The general points out that military force is the only treatment these savages understand. Murphy: "It's
the only treatment, as you call it, they've ever had."
As was the case of Gary Cooper in High Noon (1952), Murphy's
quiet integrity in many of his Westerns clashed with the greed, opportunism, and false pride of so-called respectable folk. One comes away
from these films disliking the townspeople more than the outlaws. In
several of these films Murphy is the innocent victim of society's cruelty.
As a young fur trapper in The Wild and the Innocent (1959) who comes
out of the woods to find what city life is all about in noisy Casper,
Wyoming, Murphy is in the course of one day insulted, cheated, mocked,
and bullied. He sees the town's respectable ladies cruelly snubbing a
saloon madame while at the same time the civic leaders tolerate corruption associated with the saloon management. Murphy cannot understand why the sheriff (Gilbert Roland) allows people to carry guns in
town since there's nothing to shoot at except other people-"and that's
sinfuL" Having been picked on and roughed up by some young toughs,
Murphy concludes sadly that "civilized" people can't settle anything
peacefully when there is any chance for violence. Finally, through a
but discovers that success means sacrificing personal dignity to gangland corruption and
upper class manipulation. As the title character of Graham Greene's The Quiet American,
Murphy'S faith in human goodness proves fatal in the real world of intrigue and duplicity
in postwar Indochina.
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Audie Murphy comes between Joanne Dru and James Beck in The Wild and

the Innocent (Universal-International, 1959).

curious turn of events, Murphy finds himself in a showdown with the
sheriff, the one character who had tried to warn Murphy about getting
hurt in the cruel world we live in. Murphy is visibly shaken when he fatally
shoots Roland. "It's not your fault," says the dying sheriff: "Killing is a
fault of the time we live in." But it is a fault that has forever compromised
Murphy's rustic innocence. He remarks that he will have to live with this
killing for a long time. The sprinkle of folksy humor throughout the film
(most of it related to Murphy's frustration with a tag-along mountain waif
played by Sandra Dee) in no way undermines the poignance of Murphy's
encounter with the harsh realities of city life. When at the end of the film
Murphy returns to the pristine wilderness, what he leaves behind is
clearly the emergent urban civilization that will (dominate modern America. Not only does The Wild and the Innocent recall James Fenimore
Cooper's literary reservations about the encroachment of civilization on
the frontier individualist or presage Sam Peckinpah's decidedly more
jaundiced cinematic vision of the same phenomenon, but the theme of
betrayed innocence is remarkably similar to the 1958 film version of
Graham Greene's The Quiet American-one of Audie Murphy's few departures from the Western genre. Instead of nineteenth-century Casper,
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Wyoming, post World War II Indochina (Vietnam) is the setting for violence and deceit that belies Murphy's naive idealism and, in this case,
results in his death.
Another Universal-International Western that generates viewer distaste for a frontier community, Hell Bent for Leather (1960) recalls the
Ox-Bow Incident (1943) and Alfred Hitchcock's The Wrong Man (1957)
as Murphy finds himself the victim of mistaken identity and falsely accused of a local murder. Angry citizens are all too easily gulled by a
crooked marshal into assuming Murphy's guilt without trying to verify
Murphy's contention that he was nowhere near the scene of the crime
when it occurred. When, in the face of clear evidence that the marshal
has framed Murphy, the townspeople still insist that Murphy may be
guilty, he literally screams at them, "What's the matter with you?" This
brings reluctant apologies.
In Posse from Hell (1961) and Bullet for a Badman (1964), the
citizens who are supposed to be helping Murphy on a manhunt are as
ugly in their own right as the bad men being chased. In the latter film,
Murphy has to contend with the possee members wanting to murder
the captive bad men and keep the stolen loot for themselves. Irritated
by pious references to a rape victim as that "ruined thing," Murphy tells
the citizens in Posse from Hell to go home: "None of you are worth a
damn."
Murphy's other films in the 1960s were tired rehashes of old plots
and themes, Free from contractual obligations to Universal-International
where he had felt confined to repetitious Westerns, Murphy's work for
other studios was decidedly inferior and included only one non-Western,
a cliched spy thriller, Trunk to Cairo (1967). Allied Artists even stooped
in 1963 to casting Murphy in a remake (Gunfight at Comanche Creek)
of a terribly dull detective-Western (Last of the Badmen) that the same
studio had made with George Montgomery in 1958. Equally disconcerting was Murphy being saddled with dubbed dialogue and spaghettiWestern histrionics in Columbia's low-budgeted The Texican (1966), a
European production that used Spanish landscapes and interiors shot
in a Barcelona studio to represent Murphy's native state.
In 1969 Audie Murphy made his final screen appearance in a cameo
role (as Jesse James) for a film that he produced called A Time for
Dying. Unfortunately, Murphy would never see this prophetically titled
Western released to American theaters. Faced with debts from failed
business ventures, Murphy was in the process of negotiating one more
investment when in May 1971 the plane carrying him and four other
passengers crashed enroute from Atlanta, Georgia, to Martinsville, Virginia.
Few Hollywood celebrities attended Audie Murphy's funeral or the
burial ceremony at Arlington cemetery, nor was Murphy's Hollywood
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career given more than a passing reference in the many eulogies and
memorials on his behalf. Political and military dignitaries as well as
friends and acquaintances who paid tribute to Audie Murphy were
mourning the war hero rather than the movie star. At best, according to
biographer Harold Simpson, "the movies kept Audie's name before the
public and his legendary WW II feats alive for at least another generation
of Americans. "10 Author Julian Smith assessed Murphy's Hollywood years
from the critical, anti-war perspective of the Vietnam period: "Go back
over his career and you'll find he was an unwitting salesman for grass
roots militarism in the days when the movies were a perpetual public
service announcement. "11
The importance attributed to Murphy the soldier as opposed to
Murphy the film star is understandable in weighing the relative accomplishments of the man's brief life. But to interpret Murphy's films or his
image in those films as reflections or reinforcements of his military reputation is to overlook that most of his films had little to do with modern
combat or military heroism. Instead, Murphy's film roles-primarily in
Westerns-ranged from juvenile delinquents to sensitive innocents confronting a violent and deeply flawed civilization. And where was America's most decorated soldier in the racial bigot of The Unforgiven or the
hired killer of No Name on the Bullet?
When Murphy did portray a soldier in several of his Westerns (Column South, Guns of Fort Petticoat, Apache Rifles), he was not seen
leading his country to victory against enemy aggression, as in To Hell
and Back, but opposing those who would trigger an unjust war against
the abused Indian. In the, midst of the Korean War when combat films
were again fashionable, Murphy's only role as a soldier was in Stephen
Crane's anti-war classic The Red Badge of Courage.'
To what extent these film themes and Murphy's film image reflected
his personal feelings about himself and the world around him is difficult
to assess, It is unlikely, particularly as a contract player for UniversalInternational, that he was in a position to assert much influence on what
the studio, writer, and director decided was appropriate for him. A more
relevant question, but just as elusive, is why Hollywood chose not to
exploit Murphy's war heroism in terms of stories and characterizations.
Perhaps for audiences, the filmmakers, or Murphy himself, his early
delinquent roles symbolized the kind of social misfit that a background
of poverty and hard times-such as Murphy's-might have produced
were it not for the fortuitous opportunities generated by a world war.
Murphy once remarked that Billy the Kid was his favorite role "and I
10. Simpson, Audie Murphy, 288.
11. Julian Smith, Looking Away: Hollywood and Vietnam (New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1975), 75.
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always figured him as a boy who might have gone straight under different
circumstances. "12 Then too, juvenile delinquency was a timely issue that
Hollywood would capitalize upon throughout the 1950s and one that,
according to biographer Harold Simpson, deeply concerned Audie Murphy. Likewise, the jaundiced view of war and society in many of his films
parallels the deglamorization of war in such films as Twelve O'Clock
High (1950) and The Bridges at Toko Ri (1955) and the more critical
social perspective of such prominent Westerns as Broken Arrow (1950),
The Gunfighter (1950), High Noon (1952), and Johnny Guitar (1954). It
is noteworthy that while Murphy remained throughout his life a loyal,
grassroots patriot, he commented frequently about the tragedy of war.
"War is a nasty business," he wrote in 1945, "to be avoided if possible
and to be gotten over with as soon as possible. It's not the sort of job
that deserves medals."13 Nor, he might have added, was it the sort of
job that deserved glorification in Hollywood movies bearing the name
of a real-life military hero.

12. Audie Murphy, "The Role I Liked Best," Saturday Evening Post, 223 (January 13,
. 1951),113.
13: Los Angeles Times, June 1, 1971, p. 25.

